What is this about?
The idea of MYSTY is to encourage teachers and pupils to use digital technology and storytelling
as fun educational tools, with the aim to increase everyone’s awareness of cultural diversity
within society.

Cultural diversity is the existence of a variety of
cultural or ethnic groups within a society
Some of your friends and peers at school may not share the same traditions as you, and this is
your opportunity to talk about your own personal experiences, responding specifically to the
themes Family, Food and Festivals.
By taking part in this project, you will learn more about your peers and help create a more
positive environment by acknowledging and respecting people’s cultural differences! You will
work on your own and in teams to create amazing stories using professional editing software,
just like they do in the movies!

© 2018 MYSTY project team. http://mysty.eu/
User Guide compiled and tested in various school contexts
by Elisabeth Pölzleitner and Andreas Schuch.
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What other pupils say…
Here’s what I loved about this very project: not
only thinking about it, or giving it small
thoughts all the time, speaking loud and clearly
while recording and then editing my story, but
also the memories that came to my mind while
producing it.
Matteo

“

“

I personally really liked this project, and
the fact that I like telling stories is not the
only reason for that. Coming up with a
good story idea was like exploring my
memories and going through all these
awesome moments I have spent with my
family. This was probably the part of the
project that took up the most time for me.
However, when I finally had some ideas it
was quite obvious which of the ideas I
would choose to make a good story. I
took the story that had most to do with
my relation to my family. The story that is
very important for me in my life. Leonie

By focusing on smaller details and by trying
to make a small story which actually happened big,
there are numerous stages one
has to go through. How much
I think this project was very different to everything we’ve
time you spend on each of this
ever done before, but it was a great new experience. I
stages can be chosen
really liked the idea behind this project because I think as
individually, some find the
the point was to share a personal story you could relate
brainstorming the most
to really well which is definitely interesting.
important, others prefer
Overall I liked this project very much, although it was
spending time choosing what
quite tough and time consuming to produce the stories.
pictures fit in best or take less
Additionally, I think you can also learn quite a lot about
time for that and focus on the
your classmates because these are stories you wouldn’t
recording and editing.
just talk about in school.
For us, it was very interesting
Sophie
and special because we knew
that this was a chance to send a
message, tell a story or simply share
a moment with others, instead of
keeping it to ourselves as we’d normally do. We tried even harder than usual
because we didn’t want to have to feel embarrassed when others tell us they watched our video but
also because we wanted to produce something useful and something we can be proud of.

In our opinion, learning by doing something that we like is underrated, simply because one is more
likely to remember but also especially at this age boys and girls often start to lose interest in school
work.
Max, Mary, and Moritz
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My story
Everybody has a story to tell
Coming up with an idea for a story is probably the most challenging part of this project. Some
people have the natural ability to tell a good story, but how are they able to achieve this? The
trick is to keep the story simple. Really good stories are often based on a small moment of
understanding some little things in life. This is your chance to tell your friends, family and people
across the world about something that you want to talk about, and you will create your very own
digital short story.
Good stories do not need drama and exaggeration. In this project, we will explore some
important moments in our lives and narrate them in the form of digital stories. We will start by
brainstorming and collecting ideas, then we will select the most interesting moments and plan
how to organize and present them.

A digital story is a fun way of creating narratives using photographs,
videos and animation with spoken words.
Our stories will be shared online. Your full identity will not be disclosed, but the fact that your
stories will be published might influence your choice of stories and pictures that you want to
share. Choose something that you are comfortable with and ask your parents if they agree as
well. Make sure to watch the language of the story. Keep in mind that your boss, parents, siblings,
friends and others you know may watch your video! Only use your own pictures or pictures free
from copyright. Please remember that you must be willing to share your story publicly as it
will be put onto the internet. If you have any concerns or questions, please ask your
teacher!
So, without further ado, let’s get started!

Step 1: Brainstorming
As we’ve already said, this will probably be the hardest part of the project. You might have lots of
stories to tell or maybe you aren’t quite sure yet.
Use the next two pages to brainstorm and jot down any ideas that come to your mind. Do not
filter, you will choose your favorite story later. Talk with others and get inspired by each other!

Have a look through old photographs
at home or on your phone
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A story circle is an opportunity for smaller groups to gather in a circle and share experiences or
stories related to the themes Family, Food or Festival. You may want to bring in a prop or an
object that might help you talk about your story.

Tip from Max

It took us a lot of time to think of a story that was right
for this specific project. What helped a lot in this case
was exchanging ideas and thoughts with the others.
The brainstorming in groups was a great possibility to
come up with an idea.
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Special family moments

Special objects in my life

Special people I have met

Adventures and
accomplishments
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Special places in my life

Celebrations in my life

How I discovered that…

Mental snapshots and
images in my head

Homework: Find memory props
Look through your photo albums and
look around your home to find any
interesting pictures or objects that
might trigger a good story. Bring them to
class (or bring snapshots of the objects).
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Step 2: Finding your story
Look at your ideas and find two or three possible stories that you might use in this project. Take
two or three index cards or fold an A4 paper into A5 and write down your stories as if you were
telling them to a friend. Write quickly, without too much filtering. Remember, these are rough
first drafts. For each of your stories fill the front and back of one index card.
Tip from Leonie, Anja, Elsa, and Sophia

Coming up with a good story is actually the part that takes the longest, at
least for many of us. Some prefer a very personal story; others want to tell
something less personal. That completely depends on you. Take your time,
and if you can’t think of any good family story, tradition or object, just ask
your family and go through the old photo albums. The story doesn’t have
to be full of action, however it should have some kind of twist in it. Always
remember, students of completely different countries get to listen to your
stories. They surely will be interested in what is important for you.

Step 3: Choosing the best story
Now you should have two or three possible stories. Which one are you going to use? Think about
each of the stories and answer the questions below. Use a separate sheet for each of the possible
stories. After answering these questions, decide which story is most interesting and share it with
your teacher.
1. What do you think the story means? What is it really about?
2. What is the most important moment in the story? What is this moment about? Did anything
change? Did you learn or realize anything new? Try to describe the moment in more detail.
3. What emotions are connected to this story?

Step 4: Writing your story script
Now it’s time to write your story down. Imagine you are telling the story to a friend. Use a fairly
informal style that sounds like oral storytelling. Use simple, short sentences. Your story should
not be longer than 1 A4 page – otherwise it will exceed the time-limit of our digital stories.
Keep your audience engaged. How are you going to grab their attention? It is a good idea to start
with a great opening line. Something dramatic, funny, interesting or emotionally attentiongrabbing.
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Helpful tips:
•

We recommend a spoken story length of between one and three minutes.

•

Remember stories have a beginning, a middle and an end. But a really good story does not
necessarily follow a chronological order. You might start in the middle and throw your
audience in at the deep end and then unfold the story from there. Try this. Find a crucial
moment in your story and try to start from there in your second draft.

•

Relating your story to one or more themes can help you choose what story details should
go in your story and what you can leave out.

•

Re-read your first draft and show it to a friend. Have you managed to get your emotions
across? Are you focusing on the right things? Is anything unclear or confusing?

•

Ask a friend or family member to listen or read your script. They might spot errors that
you might not have seen. (Even professional script writers and journalists need proof
readers, so don’t worry!)

Step 5: Selecting images
The whole point of this project was that everybody tells a personal story of his or her family or
about an object. So surely it is always the best to have personal photos, because while watching
the video you can relate better to the story if you see the original photographs. If you have
photos of your family in the video, it’s better to ask your family first whether they agree that you
use photos of them. Always ask for permission to use the photos of others! If you only have one
picture that is fine too, since you can then describe all the details you find on the picture. Finding
photographs from the past can be great fun too. If you want to scan hard copies of photographs
if they aren’t digital, just ask your teacher (see a later chapter). You could also take new
photographs of objects, places or buildings that are a part of your story to build a more visual
experience. Another option is to make a sketch or draw a picture.
Tip from Mary

Pictures are a big and important part of your digital stories. They make your stories look
more realistic and also more entertaining. You should definitely think about what
pictures to take. The most important part is that you stir up emotions and really drag
the viewer into the story. If possible, use pictures you took yourself so the viewer sees
what you have achieved, been through or whatever your story is about. If you don’t
have any pictures appropriate to your topic take some now.
Otherwise, take pictures off the internet but avoid breaching copyright. Pixabay
(https://pixabay.com) is a very good website if you don’t want any copyright issues so
definitely check it out if you don’t have any possible chance of taking your own pictures.
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What you can’t do:
Unfortunately there are limits as to which images you can use from the Internet. This is because
of copyright issues. Imagine someone using your own personal photo in an advertisement and
you didn’t get any money for this. Wouldn’t you be annoyed because you didn’t give permission?
This kind of situation gets more complicated (and sometimes very serious) when it is used for a
public document, such as your MYSTY story. There are also restrictions such as logo’s and brand
names too, but the just ask for advice from your teacher if you are unsure.

Step 6: Producing your story
In order to produce a convincing story, you’ll need to structure your presentation. Your story
will consist of the following elements:
•

one or more pictures (if you are using a single picture you can pan and zoom in on various
details during your narration)

•

your voice-over

•

possibly some music that enhances the meaning and emotions of the story

Storyboarding: Use an A3 sheet and draw a storyboard like the following example or do this on
the computer. Paste in your text and decide what images and effects you are going to use.
Photocopy your images so you can move them around in the storyboard. If you feel that some
background music might enhance your story, choose a fitting piece. Images and music must be
royalty-free!
Images

Voiceover
(Text)

Effects
(pan,
zoom,
fade…)
Transitions

Soundtrack
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Step 7: Recording and editing your story
It is now time to produce your story. You can use a variety of applications to record your voice
and then put together your voice-over, pictures, and anything else you might need into a digital
story video clip. Our advice is: Keep it simple! Try out a simple recording set-up and simple
editing software, maybe that’s all you need to produce your story. The more features an
application has, the more complicated and error-prone your production becomes. But, of course,
if you know what you’re doing, go for it!
Tips for recording your voice-over: When recording your script, choose a quiet place where
you or the person who is telling the story can relax. The microphone should not be too close and
not too far away. While recording, speak slowly, don’t hurry. You can record your voice-over on a
mobile phone; its microphone should be good enough for this task. If the school has good
microphones, you can also use those for recording. Most importantly, you listen to your
recording and check for volume level (too high, too low), background noises and other
interferences.
Your recording does not have to be perfect, just make sure the story and the emotions get
across! If you make a mistake, don’t worry. Stop where you are and re-read that paragraph. We
can edit the audio later and cut out any mistakes.
You may wish to make some changes, which is absolutely fine. Discuss this with your teacher in
advance so they are fully prepared before the recording!
Tips for creating your digital story:
There are many applications that you can
Tip from Moritz
use to put together your digital story.
All in all I would recommend you to use
Knovio (https://www.knovio.com/) and
another program which is simpler to use, like
Office Mix (https://mix.office.com/enKnovio, which may not be as professional, but
us/Home) allow you to upload a
works. If you’ve got an Apple computer or
presentation file and record audio directly
laptop I would recommend using iMovie,
for each slide. You can re-record the audio
which is very professional but simple to use,
and it neither crashes nor deletes your files.
for individual slides too. Audacity
(http://www.audacityteam.org/) is a
free and easy to use piece of software for
recording and editing your voice-over. Macs have a good video editing
application called iMovie. Finding free and easy to use video editing software for
Windows computers is a bit trickier. It is best to stick to simple and easy to use
solutions such as Knovio and Office Mix. If more advanced video editing software for Windows is
needed to tell the story properly, one suitable application might be Windows Movie Maker—but
it is not being updated anymore. Shotcut (https://www.shotcut.org/) is another free video
editing software, but some students had mixed feelings about using it in the past.
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Step 8: Publishing your story
Before publishing your story, have a look at it and make sure everything is the way it is supposed
to be.
You need to export the story in a video format (MP4, MOV, WMV, MKV, …). This is NOT the same
thing as the video project file. Or you share the video online (privately) and you have a link to the
video. Then show it to the teacher, friends, family members and others and ask for feedback. At
this point you can still make changes to your story, but once it is fully published and out in the
open, making changes will be a bit harder to do! Before publishing, make sure that you have all
the permissions to use pictures, music, sound effects, etc. – preferably in written form!

And that’s it! Congratulations!

You have worked really hard on your story!
You can be proud of your work!
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Step 9: Evaluation of My Story
It is now time for you to reflect on the project so far and evaluate your experiences and let us
know how you came up with your ideas. Answer the questions below with full sentences and
include as much detail as you can.
1. How did you to decide on what story to write? What helped you decide?

2. What have you found challenging or difficult about the project so far?

3. If you had to give advice to other students working on a digital story project, what
would you advise them about choosing a story?
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Tech Guides
In this section you can find several guides which may help you with producing your MYSTY
story.

List of Free Software
There are many tools available online for free which can help you produce your digital story. All
tools listed below are free to use.
All-in-one solutions for the PC (recording, editing, publishing):
•
•

Knovio – https://www.knovio.com/
Office Mix for Microsoft PowerPoint – https://mix.office.com/en-us/Home

Recording your voice
•
•

On the PC, you may use your operating systems’ built-in recording application, e.g. voice
recorder in Windows or external recording software like Audacity.
You can also use your mobile phone to record your voice. In this case, you can just
download one of the many voice recording apps from the App Store or Play Store or use a
pre-installed app (e.g. Voice Memos for iOS). For Android phones, you could use Audio
Recorder
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.sonymobile.androidapp.audiorecorder

Editing your audio/video
•
•
•
•

iMovie (Mac; video editor) – https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/imovie/id408981434
Shotcut (multiple platforms; video editor)– https://www.shotcut.org/download/
Audacity (multiple platforms; audio editor) – http://www.audacityteam.org/download/
Windows Movie Maker (Windows; video editor) – https://www.winmoviemaker.com/

Publishing platforms
•
•
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YouTube – https://www.youtube.com/
Vimeo – https://vimeo.com/

All-in-one solution: Knovio (free)
Summary: This web-application is free and easy to use. In general, there should be no need for
a technical advisor overseeing the production and troubleshooting processes. The webapplication is mostly straight-forward to use. You must upload your presentation slides and then
record your voice-over for each slide. The software allows you to re-record your voice-over for
single slides if you wish to make changes. You can share your video by sending out the link.
Before you can produce your video in Knovio, you must select the pictures you want to use in
your digital story. Once you have decided on the pictures, you can proceed with the instructions
below. We recommend, however, that you create a presentation (e.g. in PowerPoint or PDF
format) and place the pictures in the right sequence, one per slide.
To produce and share your MYSTY video using Knovio, follow the instructions below.
1. Open https://www.knovio.com/ in your browser.
2. Sign up with a free account.
3. Click on the “+New” button.
4. Upload your pictures or presentation by clicking the ‘Upload Files’ button or by drag-anddropping files over the browser window.
5. Wait for the upload of the file(s) to finish. Then click on the ‘Record’ button and follow the
on-screen instructions.
a. Knovio requires Adobe Flash Player and a plugged in Microphone to record your
voice. This usually causes no problems on private computers, but Flash may be
disabled on school computers. If you encounter difficulties setting up the
microphone in Knovio, please contact your schools’ IT administrator(s).
6. After setting up your microphone, you should be greeted with the recording screen.
a. On the left-hand side, you can see the individual slides of your presentation.
b. On the right-hand side, you can see the green ‘Record Slide’ button. Use this button
to record your voice-over – either all at once or one slide after another. You can rerecord individual slides if you wish to make changes.
c. Ensure that your web camera is turned off.
d. You can view a preview of your current recording by clicking on ‘Preview’
7. When done recording, click the ‘Save’ button. Add a name and a short description, then
click on ‘Save’.
8. After your Knovio has been saved, you can click on ‘Share’ to generate a link to your video.
On the Share page…
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a. …you can send out the link to your MYSTY story via e-mail
b. …you can also enter email addresses directly to receive your MYSTY story
9. If you want to manage your existing Knovios, click on ‘Manage’ in the top bar to open the
slide library of your account. From here, you can, for example, edit, share, or archive your
videos.
10. That’s all you need to know to produce and share your own MYSTY digital story!
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Audio Recording and Editing: Audacity (free)
Summary: Audacity is an application built for recording and editing audio.
This application is free and relatively easy to use after first receiving some instructions. In
general, it is recommended that a technical advisor is present to oversee the production
processes in class and for troubleshooting purposes.
1. Download and install the free software Audacity (http://www.audacityteam.org/)
a. If Audacity is to be set up on school computers, contact your IT administrators.
b. If it is installed on (e.g. the students’) private computers, users should be able to
start up the application right after installation.
2. You may want to have a look at online tutorials. This way, you can solve smaller
problems by yourself and you will be less dependent on a technical advisor being around
or free.
a. Audacity tutorials can be found at https://manual.audacityteam.org/
3. Recording your voice-over in Audacity is straight-forward. Plug in your microphone and
test if you can record audio by clicking on the button with the red dot.

a. If no audio is picked up, you may have to select the correct microphone from the
microphone drop down menu and then try recording again:

You can also check if your operating system detected your microphone. In
Windows, press the Windows button
and type ‘Sound’. In the sound
application, switch to the tab ‘Recording’ and check if your microphone is
displayed and picks up sound:
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You may need to install drivers for your operating system to detect your
microphone. If the problem still persists, ask your IT administrator for help.
b. If your microphone picks up your voice, you may at any time press the yellow
square button
to end the recording. While recording, your recorded voice
should be displayed as a wave form:

c. On the left-hand side of that wave form you can see a small panel. You can use the
slider that goes from – to + to increase or decrease the volume (gain) of your
recording. Careful: the more you increase the gain, the more unwanted noises will
be picked up as well.

d. You can cut out parts of your recording (e.g. bloopers or stretches of empty
recordings). Just select the range you want to remove and press the BACKSPACE or
DELETE button.
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e. That’s all you need to know for the recording! When you are done with the
recording, click on File > Export Audio… Choose a name for your recording (e.g.
YourName MYSTY story) and export your recording in the WAV file type.
f. Listen to your exported WAV file and check it is the way you want it to be.
g. You can now move on to editing your video (e.g. in Shotcut or Adobe Premiere Pro).
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Video Editing: Shotcut (free)
Summary: Shotcut is a video editor.
This application is free and relatively easy to use after first receiving some instructions. In
general, it is recommended that a technical advisor is present to oversee the production
processes in class and for troubleshooting purposes.
We will use this application to create our final MYSTY story video clip. This clip can be exported
locally and also shared online (e.g. on YouTube).
1. Download and install the free software Shotcut (https://shotcut.org/)
a. If Shotcut is to be set up on school computers, contact your IT administrators.
b. If it is installed on (e.g. the students’) private computers, users should be able to
start up the application right after installation.
2. You may want to have a look at online tutorials. This way, you can solve smaller
problems by yourself and you will be less dependent on a technical advisor being around
or free. Shotcut tutorials can be found at https://shotcut.org/
3. Open Shotcut. Then follow the steps below to produce your MYSTY video.
a. Click on File > Save As… and save your (currently still) empty project. Important:
Make sure to regularly save your editing progress, e.g. every few minutes. If the
program crashes you might lose any unsaved progress you have made. It is
recommended to save any project files in the same folder on a USB stick.
b. Click on the ‘Playlist’ button
in the toolbar to make the playlist appear. Then
drag and drop all pictures, your audio recording and other files like royalty-free
music onto the playlist. When finished, Shotcut should look similar to this (note the
items in the playlist on the left):
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c. Now you are ready to create and edit your digital story. First, create a video track
and audio track on the timeline at the bottom of the application. To do this, click on
the ‘additional actions’ menu
on the timeline and select ‘Add video track’ and
then open the menu again and select ‘Add audio track’ as well. If you want to play
back royalty-free music as well, you can create a second audio track. You can
delete extra tracks by right clicking the time line and selecting ‘Remove track’.

d. You can make the timeline bigger by dragging the
the timeline.

symbol centered above

e. Now drag and drop your voice-over (WAV file) onto the audio track and your
pictures onto the video track:

If you have royalty-free music you want to include, drag and drop the music onto
the second audio track.
f. To play back your current video, you can press SPACEBAR or click on the

icon.

g. You can drag and drop the pictures
around on the timeline to change
the order in which they appear on
screen. You can select the left and
right edges of the pictures on the
timeline to make them appear on
screen for a longer or shorter
period of time. When you move
your mouse over the picture’s left
or right edge, it will be highlighted
in green or red.
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h. Press CTRL+Z on the keyboard or select Edit > Undo in the menu bar to undo your
last action.
i.

You can apply a fade effect to the transition of one picture to another. First, make
sure the two pictures ‘touch’ each other on the timeline. Then drag one picture into
the other picture, creating an X-shape as a result.

j.

That is all you need to know to create your video! When you are done editing,
select File > Export Video, choose ‘YouTube’ from the list of presets and click the
‘Export Video’ button. The Jobs bar on the right-hand side of the application will
show you when the video export is finished.

k. Watch the exported video and check if everything is the way it should be. If not,
you can make the necessary changes and export the new version of the video
again.
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Video Editing:
Adobe Premiere Pro (subscription required)
Summary: Adobe Premiere Pro is a video editor.
This application is built for professionals who have experience in editing video. It requires a
monthly subscription fee. It is recommended to have at least one technical advisor present
for instructions and troubleshooting while the students are producing their MYSTY stories with
the help of Adobe Premiere Pro.
We will use this application to create our final MYSTY story video clip. This clip can be exported
locally and also shared online (e.g. on YouTube).
Once audio files are ready on the computer, you can start to use the Adobe Premiere editing
software to complete your story. You will be given a demonstration on how to import and edit
audio files and how to incorporate images into your video. Your teacher may provide an example
to show you so you can familiarise yourself with the software.
Worksheets are available if you need extra help, but there will be technicians on hand to assist!
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Worksheet 1: Editing Audio Instructions
1. Open Adobe Premiere
2. Select to open existing project. They are saved in Pigeonholes P Drive, MYSTY, Premiere
Project Folder, then choose your group leader’s name.
3. When opening the project you will see there has been 3 ‘bins’ set up. One named ‘Audio’ and
one named ‘Photos’ and one named ‘Sequence’. Your ‘Audio Bin’ will contain the voice
recording and the ‘Photos Bin’ is empty.

4. Double click on the ‘Audio Bin’. Then drag and drop the audio file into the timeline.

5. Expand the audio in the timeline so you can see the sound wave form. Put your cursor on line
next to A1 on timeline and a small up and down arrow should appear. Use this pull the audio
down to see the sound waves.

6. The group leader to put on the headphones. Firstly, they need to listen to the audio file all the
way through. Press the space bar on the keyboard to start and stop the audio.

7. The first section of audio to be cut out will be where the group leader has said their name.
Listen again to the audio and press the space bar to pause the audio. You can see where you
need to edit the name.

The line is the point in
the audio where the
reader has said their
name, but before they
have started reading
their story.

8. Make sure the ‘Snap’ tool is selected. Then select the ‘razor’ tool from the timeline tool bar.

Snap tool looks like
a magnet, should be
coloured blue if
switched on.

Razor tool, it looks
like a razor blade.

9. Use the ‘Razor’ tool by clicking to select the section from the audio you want to get rid of.
Don’t use the razor really close to the start of the story audio, leave a gap!

Name to be edited out

The ‘Razor’ cutting with a gap
before the story is read out. Do not
cut any closer to the audio starting
as it will affect the start of the story.

Audio should start with a short
pause then the story being
read.
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10. Click on the ‘Selection’ tool (shaped like an arrow) and click the section of audio you want to
get rid of.

Selection
Tool

Click here with
Selection Tool and the
first part of the audio
will be cut.

Have a look at this video if you’re having problems with
thishttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bqFrZ5CdYWI

11. The group leader is to listen to the rest of the audio and repeat step 8-10 on this sheet, using
the ‘Razor’ tool to cut out any other unwanted audio.
12. At this point save the project. File, Save.
13. Where you have taken out section of audio you will see that there are gaps along the timeline,
like in the photo below.
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14. All gaps need to be closed. To close a gap where audio has been deleted click, to highlight the
gap. Press ‘Backspace’ on the keyboard. The audio should snap back and the gap should
disappear. Repeat this step until all gaps have gone.

15. Save the project. File, Save.

16. Where you have used the ‘Razor’ tool to cut audio you need to apply a ‘Default Transition’ this
smooths out the audio where cuts have been made. Right click on the timeline where a cut
has been made and select ‘Apply Default Transition’

It will look like this.
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17. Apply a ‘Default Transition’ to every cut in your audio.
18. Save the project. File, Save.
19. You are now ready to import images.
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Worksheet 2: Saving in ‘Sequences’ Bin
1. Adobe Premiere will automatically create a new file containing the audio editing you have
made in the timeline. This is called a Sequence. You will see in the Project Window there’s a
bin called ‘Sequences’ and it contains an item called ‘Audio Edit’. ‘Audio Edit’ contains the
audio you have edited.
2. Right click on ‘Audio Edit’ and select ‘Duplicate’

3. Right click on the duplicate ‘Audio Edit’ and rename ‘Photo Edit’. You will have two files in
your ‘Sequence’ bin.

4. Save the project. File, Save.
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Worksheet 3: Importing and Editing Photographs
1. Go to the ‘Project Window’ and double click on ‘Photos’ Bin. Right click ‘Import’. Go to
Pigeonholes (P Drive), MYSTY, Year 8/9 and find the name of the group leader. Hold ‘ctrl’
down on your keyboard and click each image once to select. Once selected all images you can
click ‘Open’.
2. The images should now be loaded into Premiere. Check they are all in the ‘Photos’ Bin. If any
image files have not gone into the bin, drag and drop them in.

3. Save the project. File, Save
4. The group leader must now identify using their Storyboard, the first image that is to be added
to the timeline. JUST ADD ONE IMAGE AT A TIME TO THE TIMELINE.
5. Drag and drop in the first image to the timeline. This should be in the V1 section of the
timeline.

Image has been dragged
and dropped into V1

6. The group leader is to listen to the audio and watch the screen to see at what point in the
audio the photo should be shown. When this has been identified, click on the photo in the
timeline and drag out the right end to increase or decrease the time the photo is shown for.
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Click and drag
this end of the
image.

7. This
stage is optional. To change the size or position of the image as it appears in the preview.
Click on the photo in the timeline. The go to ‘Effect Controls’ and change the values and this
will adjust the photo.

Effect
Controls

Use ‘Scale’ and change
the values, ‘up’ to
enlarge the photo size
and ‘down’ to decrease
size
8. Save the project. File,
Save.
9. Repeat steps 4-8 until all images have been used. You need to make sure you have an image
showing for the full duration of the audio.
10. Save the project. File, Save.
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Teacher resources

MYSTY Project Poster for Premiere Night Celebration
To celebrate the digital stories that have been created for the MYSTY project,
the school is planning on having a premiere and awards ceremony, just like the
Oscars! There will various awards over the evening including one for the poster
design.

1. Your task is to design a poster to advertise the event. You need to

give the poster a feeling of glamour. You must include a title for the
evening, the MYSTY logo you can get this from www.mysty.eu
2. The poster should be created in Word and set out on an A3 size page
layout. To do this you will need to go to Page layout, Size, A3. If you
are familiar with Adobe Photoshop or Illustrator, you may wish to
use this!

3. Use a mix of images and text to advertise the event. As of yet there is
no date so over look this for now. The idea is to have it in the Drama
Studio.
4. Name the poster MYSTY Awards evening and save in Pigeonholes P
DRIVE, MYSTY, Year 8 and find your name.
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Teachers Tips for recording:
1. Find a really quiet place with no distractions (i.e the playground)
2. Praise the pupil and congratulate them for being shortlisted. Inform them on some
of the moments that really stick out to encourage them and boost their confidence
for the recording.
3. The microphone will pick up rustling, it should be attached to their shirt and about
5-10 cm away. Do a test and ask them to say their name and check the audio is
correct.
4. We encouraged pupils to break their stories into short paragraphs/ chunks and
asked them to pause at these moments.

Tips for Editing:
-

-

Have ICT technical assistance during these lessons. Even when instructions are
explained, pupils will sometimes forget or have difficulty in using the unfamiliar
software as it looks advanced.
Some pupils experienced audio problems. This may well be the schools computers
but if headphones were unplugged during the editing processes, pupils had to
close the programme and restart it. Ensure headphones are plugged in before you
open Adobe Premiere and make sure they stay plugged in.
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Sharing your Video on YouTube (free)
Summary: YouTube is a free online video distribution platform that you can use to upload
and share your MYSTY story. The process of uploading and sharing a video is simple and
generally should not require a technical advisor to be present.
1. You can watch the official YouTube video tutorial on how to upload videos here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=klVWGHtRTuE

2. Go to https://www.youtube.com/ and log in with your Google account. If you do not
have a Google account, you have to create a new one by clicking on Sign In > More
options > Create account.
3. Click the Upload button
4. Drag and drop your exported video (e.g. the file with an MP4 or MOV file extension;
be careful not to try to upload your project file as this will not work)
a. You can choose between different privacy settings. The ‘Public’ setting will
allow your video to be found via search engines, ‘Unlisted’ means your video
can be accessed online via the link you share but cannot be found via search
engines, ‘Private’ means nobody but you can access the video.
b. You can always change the privacy setting of your video to ‘Unlisted’ if you
don’t want your video to be found via search or on your channel. To ‘unlist’ a
video, go to the Video Manager, edit your video of choice, then in the section
‘Info & Settings’, select ‘Unlisted’ from the drop down menu.
5. You can add some basic infos (like title, description, tags) to the video while it is
uploading. When everything is ready, click the blue ‘Publish’ button.
6. To share a video, visit the YouTube page of your video and click on ‘Share’. You will
receive a link that you can then send to your family, friends, teacher and others.
7. Congratulations! You have published your digital story!
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Scanning Images
1.

Go to the printer and place your photograph on the photocopy area of the printer. Put the lid
down on the scanner.

2. Sign into the printer with your finger print. Press ‘Scan’
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3. Select ‘Scan to Folder’.

4. Make sure the settings are set to colour. Go to ‘Settings’ if you need to change this. Press
‘Start’ to begin scanning.
5. The printer will then display this screen
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6. Once finished scanning this screen will appear. Press ‘Send’

7. Remove your photograph from the scanner and return to your computer.
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8. Go to My Computer, Library Drive (L), Subjects, Scans. You should see your scan in this folder.
It will be saved as a file with your name eg. scan_c.fraser_2017_09_27
9. Right click on the file and select Copy.
10. Go to My Computer, P Drive Pigeonholes, MYSTY, Year8/9, find your name and paste into
your folder
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